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Title: NASCAR '15 Ford and Toyota Pack 1
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Eutechnyx
Publisher:
Dusenberry Martin Racing
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: AMD Athlon 64 X2 6000 (2*3000 MHz)

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 7 GB available space
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This game has a very similar feel to the old Driver games on the Playstation. It's also a bit like GTA. The 80s aesthetic is
awesome. The music is really enjoyable to listen to. It's polished. There is a nice gradual progression system where you unlock
new skills and buy new cars and parts. Most importantly, the driving mechanics are really satisfying: the cars feel fluid & slidey,
but with just enough assists that you can purposefully navigate the maps without constantly crashing.. Buggy as the worst of
them. Keys dont work, xbox controller is upside down and left is right. Unplayable! Steam wont refund cause game launch
window counts as play time! Laughable! I will sue for fraud. Absolute garbage, no quality control.. land on an island, and keep
the little bastards alive, thats about it, all the virtual villagers are the same, fun games but kinda slow going. Cannot get from
windows live. Windows Market is nolonger allowing download of dlc.. Very well designed in everything from the gameplay to
the assets. Great possibility for high-level play (for score/time-attack type stuff) but also fun at the initial lower levels of play..
4/10!

Simple little game. It doesn't take long to get all the achievements.
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it's a fast paced side scrolling pixel game. i wouldn't say it is a survival game really cuz you only need to build one fire per
biome to cook meat to eat. and it is a poor platformer because 90% of the time the platform to the golden eggs are literally too
tall and there is no way to progress. I guess since it is a new game i don't expect too much but eh idk not really worth $9 at the
current state. I bought this game for $1.00 thanks to a coupon I got while crafting badges, and although I've only played 10
minutes total as of the moment I'm writing this review, I already don't regret buying this game!. One of Steam's most under-
rated games. A true hidden gem that got lost in amongst all the over-saturated garbage. Tragically overlooked. A game that
should be on everyone's local party playlist!

50% Micro Machines
40% BlazeRush
10% Mario Kart

100% FUN!. I love trials games but the progression is painful in this game. I've put 16 hours into the game and I still only have
2 of the extreme maps unlocked. In previous trials games I would have all maps unlocked in 2-4 hours. Having replay value is
not a bad thing but it comes at the cost of your more experience players getting frustrated that they are not able to play the more
difficult tracks which is what a lot of seasoned players come for. I just want to play the extreme maps, please, im so frustrated
at the stupid contracts that are holding me back from playing them. I would love to see the level cap, at least for simply
unlocking all the maps go down. And from reading the other reviews that seems to be what the community wants as well.
Having contracts is not a bad idea at all, it adds a lot of replay value to the game but it should not be a wall that prevents
progression and instead a feature that keeps players coming back after beating all the maps. Please Redlynx, listen to the
community and lower the level cap for the extreme maps.

Edit: Also I forgot to mention that the map is extremely crouded, it's a cool idea but should not be the main way to view the
tracks in my opinion. Having the tracks listed by difficulty then having the map as a side feature where players can actually see
where the track is set would make the ui feel more friendly.. This game kept me entertained FOR HOURS. Nice short game
finished the first try in a few hours. SO WORTH IT though if you look buying, selling and making money. Useyour brain and
fingers!. This is a puzzler that is actually soothing. You may get frustrated if you're shooting for 100% completion on
everything, but if you're just playing to complete the trees, you'll never get even slightly perturbed.

It's beautifully well-executed.
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